




Originally opened in
the 1850s and known
as Au rendezvous des
voleurs or “where the

thieves meet”



In 1869, the name
changed to Cabaret

de Assassins
because the walls
were decorated
with pictures of

famous murderers.



In 1880, André Gill was
commissioned to paint a
new sign for the bar. He
painted a rabbit leaping

from a frying pan
leading to the bar’s new

name: Lapin Agile
meaning “nimble rabbit”



In 1905, Picasso painted Au Lapin Agile, featuring himself (the
figure in the foreground), his lover (the figure in the middle),

and the bar’s owner (the guitarist in the background).



Pablo Picasso is most well-known for
his involvement in Surrealism and

his co-founding of the Cubism
movement which was defined by its

use of geometric shapes and
abstraction of reality. Before Cubism,

Picasso’s career was defined by
periods such as the Blue Period and

Rose period where he used color as a
way to evoke emotion.



Albert Einstein is most well-known for his theories of
special and general relativity and his famous equation
E=mc^2. He took Newtonian physics into the modern
age and his theories continue to define physics today.



Most of what we recognize in
our modern world began to
take shape in the early 20th

century. Art and science
surpassed philosophy and

politics as the dominant
drivers of culture. The

concept of capitalism began
to emerge and science
became commonplace.



Steve Martin’s career has spanned six
decades—for a time, he was even

contemporaries with Picasso and Einstein.
From his beginnings with The Smothers

Brothers to his breakout in Saturday Night
Live and his subsequent film career,

everyone has a different version of Martin
in their minds. He is known for his witty
and intelligent comedy style and, as well

as being an actor and playwright, he is also
a successful banjo player.


